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Abstract—Data from Earth Observation satellites has become
crucial in private enterprises, research applications, and in
coordinating national responses to events such as forest fires.
These purposes are supported by data derived from a variety
of satellites, some of which do not secure the wireless downlink
channel effectively. This opens the door for modern adversaries
to conduct spoofing attacks by overshadowing the signal with
commercially available radio equipment.

In this paper, we assess the vulnerability of current Earth
Observation systems to spoofing attacks conducted at the physical
layer. The effect of these attacks is amplified since the data is
received at dedicated ground stations and distributed to hundreds
of downstream systems, which are themselves not designed with
security in mind. Specifically, we take NASA’s live forest fire
detection system as a case study, and demonstrate that the
attacker can achieve arbitrary manipulation of fires in the derived
dataset to trigger false emergency responses or mislead crisis
analysis. We also assess the attack surface presented by ground
station software which implicitly trusts data from the RF port.
Against the NASA system we uncover several new vulnerabilities
that can be exploited to stealthily deny service.

We conclude with a discussion of physical-layer counter-
measures to detect and defend against spoofing, which can be
implemented in existing deployments at the ground station.

I. MOTIVATION

Earth Observation (EO) satellite derived data has become
a key part of critical infrastructure in use cases such as
forest fire detection and analysis of activities in conflict areas.
Although certain commercial satellites are being launched
which cryptographically authenticate the downlink [5], even
some of the latest EO satellites do not provide an authenticated
downlink, such as JPSS-2 which was launched in 2022 [34],
[38]. We furthermore inherit a legacy of satellite systems
built when robust cryptography was uncommon due to less
powerful onboard avionics. Since these satellites cannot be
retrospectively upgraded, we therefore expect that critical EO

Fig. 1: An overshadowing signal from the attacker manipulates
the infrared channels of satellite imagery to create fictitious
fires in the resulting dataset.

data will continue to be transported in an unauthenticated
wireless channel for the foreseeable future.

This opens the door for spoofing attacks, where an attacker
can transmit a maliciously crafted radio signal to affect the
data received at the decoder. The ground station software
itself can be targeted in this manner by the insertion of
malicious data. However unlike other satellite systems, EO
satellite data is unique in its distribution model; in general,
dedicated ground stations receive and process the raw satellite
data, which is distributed over the internet to vast numbers of
users. This amplifies the impact of an EO system attack across
the downstream systems, which increasingly include satellite
data startups, research activities, and government programs [4],
[20], [29].

The dedicated groundstation model also increases the ef-
fectiveness of anti-spoofing countermeasures, which can be
applied centrally and can therefore afford to be more com-
putationally intensive.

Recent decades have seen a significant rise in the off-the-
shelf availability of software-defined radio (SDR) hardware,
capable of emitting arbitrary signals at a wide bandwidth.
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This lowers the barrier to entry for spoofing attacks signif-
icantly [25]. In other satellite contexts such as GNSS, SDR
attacks are known to result in attackers exercising control
over the calculated location, as well as affecting downstream
systems which rely upon the timing and position data [58],
[16], [46], [40]. Spoofing attacks have also been shown against
the uplink, through both telecommand hijacking and broadcast
intrusion [62], [68]. Spoofing satellite internet has also been
outlined as a potential issue [44]. However, no current work
explores the effect, on either the ground station or the down-
stream users, of spoofing attacks against Earth Observation
satellites.

In this work we therefore analyze the security threat posed
by spoofing attackers against the Payload Data Downlink
(PDD) of EO satellites, considering both the ground station
and downstream users. We achieve this through an end-to-end
case study of NASA’s near real time forest fire API, FIRMS,
which is a critical downstream system of the unauthenticated
satellites Terra and Aqua.

We demonstrate firstly that attackers can target the sensor
readings in the infrared band to affect the received datasets,
and therefore the computed positions of forest fires as seen
in Figure 1; this attack technique applies directly to other
EO systems, which use similar data link level protocols. We
also demonstrate that, since the ground station software was
not designed with arbitrary input data in mind, attackers can
exploit the software and cause system-wide crashes to achieve
stealthy denial of service. Although specific to FIRMS, these
issues are symptomatic of the larger issue: ground stations
implicitly trust data from the RF port. This work therefore
draws attention to considerations in secure ground station
design.

We finally discuss how these issues can be mitigated by
upgrading the ground station with backward-compatible, non-
cryptographic countermeasures to detect spoofing and protect
users of the derived data.

II. BACKGROUND

It is well known that wireless systems communicating in
the clear are vulnerable to spoofing by signal overshadowing.
The sufficiency of cheaply-available software-defined radio
hardware in reproducing accurate signals for spoofing purposes
has been demonstrated in many domains, such as in mobile
internet [67], [9], GNSS spoofing [58], and avionics [53].

Whilst government regulations, academic work, and recent
reports by organizations such as GOES have drawn attention to
space data link security more generally, these focus on securing
the telecommand or internal bus rather than the Payload Data
Downlink (PDD) [11], [64], [45]. To the best of our knowledge
only one academic paper considers satellite systems spoofing
outside of GNSS, and this only in a theoretical scenario of
internet hijacking [44]. As a result, there are open questions on
the effects of successful spoofing attacks against EO satellites,
both at the ground station and downstream systems which
depend on the data.

A. Earth Observation data link security

Over time, attitudes to securing the physical layer have
changed, especially in wireless systems, where it is well ac-

Fig. 2: The 2019 Australia bushfires as seen from Aqua’s
MODIS instrument, annotated with the Fires and Thermal
Anomalies dataset on NASA’s worldview.

cepted that cryptography should be used to verify authenticity
of origin. Unlike in terrestrial systems, where insecure devices
and protocols can be easily phased out, EO satellites often
produce useful data for decades after their launch, and can
not be easily replaced or upgraded. Also, unlike “bent pipe”
satellites which simply relay a signal, the security of the overall
system can not simply be upgraded at the ground segment.

Notably, in addition to inheriting a legacy of insecure
satellite systems, even recently launched Earth Observation
satellites do not always implement cryptography when down-
linking data. This is due to a number of engineering con-
straints, including the power budget and cost of high-speed
cryptographic devices, which must be reliable in the harsh
environments of space.

We provide in Table I a sample of known unauthenticated
or decryptable EO satellites, which are therefore vulnerable to
signal overshadowing. These include unencrypted government
satellites such as those in NASA’s Earth Observing program
and NOAA’s GOES fleet, alongside the Chinese FengYun
weather satellite series.

Additionally, there are certain authenticated PDDs that
were secure at launch, but are now considered insecure.
For example, the Korean satellite COMS-1 uses single DES
encryption [49], which has led to customer keys being suc-
cessfully extracted from satellite data. GEO-KOMPSAT-2A
additionally had its keys leaked on the Korea Meteorological
Administration website, which to this day remain publicly
available [50].

B. Satellite derived data sets and use cases

Attacks against EO systems are motivated by their effect
on both the ground station, but also the satellite-derived
datasets (SDDs) which are distributed to end users. A growing
market for specific purpose SDDs has emerged, including for
forest fire monitoring [29], dust storm detection [52], flood
tracking [4], and analysis of activities in conflict areas [20].

Many organisations, including satellite data startups, de-
pend upon this data to provide geospatial data intelligence
services, and are therefore at risk from spoofing through signal
overshadowing. An example system is FIRMS, NASA’s near
real-time forest fire API, as seen in Figure 2. We provide
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in Table II a number of satellite intelligence datasets which
depend upon this unauthenticated downlinked data.

III. RELATED WORK

Spoofing attacks against many different wireless systems
have been well explored in the academic literature, including
in areas such as avionics [56], wireless telephony [67], [24],
and short-range communication such as Zigbee [1]. The threat
of SDR-equipped adversaries against specific systems such as
LTE and instrument landing systems has also been investi-
gated [67], [53], [9].

Recent satellite systems security work has raised concerns
about the security of the data link, with a surprising num-
ber of satellites communicating unencrypted [21], [44], [43].
For example, it was demonstrated in 2020 that confidential
maritime VSAT satellite communications can be received and
decoded by SDR-equipped attackers from a great distance
away (covering a total area of tens of millions of square
kilometers), thanks to the satellites’ wide beam width and
unencrypted payload [44]. This work also specifies the re-
quirements of TCP session hijacking, which take advantage
of the lack of cryptographic authenticity, using a high-speed
wired connection to have the attacker’s signal arrive before the
legitimate response.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no current work
evaluates Earth Observation satellite systems against signal
overshadowing attacks; the most closely related spoofing work
is instead in GNSS, satellite uplinks, and aircraft protocols.

A. GNSS spoofing

GNSS is particularly vulnerable to overshadowing, due
to being unencrypted and received at very low power [58],
[66]. Interestingly, it has also been shown that even encrypted
GNSS messages can be spoofed through replay attacks, since
the calculated position depends on the arrival time of the
message [28]. This work is motivated by the high impact of
attacks and the ubiquity of potentially vulnerable receivers.

In comparison, Earth observation satellite receivers are less
widespread, and the impact of attacking such systems is less
clear. As a result, these systems have received no attention
from the security community. Despite this, Earth observation
satellite systems are becoming increasingly promising targets;
the data is used widely, and attacks against EO uplinks have
been seen in practice [62].

Similarly to Earth observation satellites, GNSS spoofing
attacks rely upon transmitting fictitious GNSS signals with
a sufficiently high signal gain. Several papers have provided
a comprehensive review of the methods and requirements of
achieving this, including calculating the correct signal to send,
and getting receivers to lock on to the attacker’s signal [66],
[58]. It was since shown that advances in software-defined
radio (SDR) hardware has lowered the barrier to entry for
GNSS spoofing; nearly any device using civilian GNSS can
be spoofed using only a cheap SDR and open source soft-
ware [42], [15].

Earth observation satellite communications share many
similar physical characteristics with the GNSS wireless chan-
nel, and therefore face similar risks. However, creating ficti-
tious data is significantly more difficult due to the increased

complexity of EO protocols over GNSS. Frequency-dependent
channel characteristics, different receiver power levels, and an-
tenna directionality all additionally increase attack complexity
at the physical layer.

Many GNSS anti-spoofing countermeasures have been pro-
posed, which were classified in a 2012 paper by Jafarnia-
Jahromi et al. in [17]. These broadly rely either upon GNSS-
specific factors such as measuring clock consistency [3] or
correlating with other satellite signals, cryptographic authen-
tication, or signal processing methods such as measuring
signal quality or spatially correlating the received signals.
However, countermeasures based on signal processing methods
are considered impractical in most contexts, since GNSS is
often implemented in cheap embedded hardware.

In comparison, EO signals are received at dedicated ground
stations, which have the capability to run expensive signals
analysis. In this setting, existing anti-spoofing countermeasures
that were considered impractical in GNSS deployments be-
come possible. We explore these existing countermeasures, and
their application to EO anti spoofing, in Section VII.

B. Satellite uplinks

Previous overshadowing attacks against the satellite uplink
have been demonstrated in satellite television. One particularly
famous incident was the Captain Midnight broadcast signal
intrusion, where an operations engineer abused satellite trans-
mitting equipment to overshadow a legitimate broadcast. This
raised concerns that other satellite communications could be
compromised through similar means [68].

These attacks have been successfully countered by increas-
ing the terrestrial transmitter power, requiring that the attacker
build or hijack a high power uplink station, of which there were
only about 200 in the USA at the time [7]. Whilst EO satellites
cannot simply be made to transmit at higher power, attackers
targeting ground stations must be in the vicinity, making
them significantly more traceable. This aspect is considered
in Section VII.

C. Aircraft protocols

The security community has also explored spoofing in an
avionics context, where unencrypted protocols such as ADS-B
are used to communicate state between aircraft and air traffic
control. Spoofing attacks have long been understood as a
threat to these systems, with attackers able to create fictitious
aircraft, mask existing ones, or hijack the communications
link to a specific aircraft [65], [55], [13]. These are possible
because the wireless channel is unauthenticated, due to the
sunk cost of maintaining compatibility with existing hardware
and legal barriers. This lack of authentication, alongside the
shared nature of the channel, leads to plausible deniability of
message spoofing [56].

In contrast, EO systems are not shared channels, instead
being point-to-point data links. This increases the effectiveness
of countermeasures based on fingerprinting, since the exact
properties of the legitimate transmitter are known. We discuss
this further in Section VII.
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TABLE I: List of unauthenticated or decryptable Earth observation satellites, including some examples of the data users. The
cited sources verify either the lack of encryption or how to decrypt the data.

Satellite Launch Date Usage Provider Encrypted

Terra, Aqua 1999, 2002 Fire detection and management, water flow monitoring NASA Unencrypted CADU [33]
NOAA-20/21 (JPSS-1/2) 2017–2022 Weather monitoring NOAA Unencrypted [34]
Landsat-7,8,9 1999–2021 Agriculture, geology, surveillance NASA/US Geological Survey Implied unencrypted [10]
FengYun-1,2,3,4 series 2002–2021 Meteorological monitoring in China Chinese government Unencrypted [12]
GOES-14,15,16,17 2009–2018 Weather forecasting, severe storm tracking, meteorology research NOAA Unencrypted LRIT/HRIT [48]
GK-2A 2018 Meteorological monitoring in Asia-Oceana Korean Meteorological Association Decryptable data link, leaked keys [48], [50]
Meteosat-8,9,10,11 2002–2015 Meteorology EUMETSAT Unencrypted DVB-S2 (also in GPM network) [57]
Meteor-M No. 1,2 2009,2014 Meteorological monitoring in Russia Roscosmos/Roshydromet Unencrypted LRPT [12]
Metop-A,B 2006,2012 Infrared sensing ESA Unencrypted [12]
Suomi-NPP 2011 Climate and ozone monitoring, weather NOAA Unencrypted [34]
NOAA-15,18,19 1998–2009 Weather monitoring NOAA Unencrypted APT [8]
Oceansat-2 2009 Ocean monitoring Indian Space Research Organisation Unencrypted [26]
CloudSat 2006 Cloud, climate, global warming NASA Unencrypted – SatDump support [2]
MTSAT-1R,2 2005,2006 Weather, aviation control Japan Meteorological Agency Unencrypted [57]
Aura 2004 Air quality, climate NASA Unencrypted, shown in picture being decoded [26]

TABLE II: Information on a number of organizations and satellite derived datasets which depend on satellite data transmitted
via insecure wireless link.

Satellites

Organization Usage Provider Nature Data Access

NASA FIRMS [29] Fire detection and management Terra, Aqua, Suomi NPP Self-operated Open access
Google Maps [27] Mapping and navigation services Landsat-7,8 Commercial Commercial
Cloud to Street [4] Flood tracking (disasters and insurance) NASA (Terra/Aqua) Open access Commercial
NCX Basemap [39] Timber and carbon value monitoring in the USA Landsat-8 Open access Commercial
Upstream Tech HydroForecast [60] Water flow and weather intelligence NASA (Terra/Aqua) Open access Commercial
Ursa Space [61] Oil and gas intelligence SAR satellites (seemingly from Terra, Aqua, Landsat) Commercial Commercial
Descartes Labs [22] Geospatial data intelligence Terra, Aqua, GOES-16,17, Landsat Commercial Commercial

IV. THREAT MODEL

The goal of the adversary is to manipulate the data received
at a satellite receiver by emitting a sufficiently high power
signal in its vicinity. The objective is to either affect the data
received by the ground station, causing malicious data to be
distributed downstream, or instead to target the ground station
processing software itself by transmitting malformed packets.

The attacker has access to an off-the-shelf software-defined
radio, which can produce signals within the 0–6GHz range.
This frequency range is below most PDD systems, which oper-
ate in the X-band (8–12GHz) and above, requiring the attacker
obtain an additional upconverter and high frequency power
amplifier. Due to the low demand for radio equipment in these
bands, this off-the-shelf hardware is expensive. However, the
amateur radio community has produced guides on assembling
suitable upconverters for ∼100 USD and amplifiers at very low
prices [63], [19].

We also assume the attacker is able to maintain a presence
in the vicinity of the receiver, or has a suitably directional
antenna, in order to transmit signals of a sufficient strength
that they will be picked up by the receiver. Again the amateur
radio community has shown that an attacker can cheaply
acquire very large dishes without raising regulative eyebrows
(up to 4.5m diameter from https://www.rfhamdesign.com). We
consider further empirical analysis of a specific transmitter
setup out of scope for this work.

The attacker additionally has either limited or complete
knowledge of the communications protocol, which may be
derived from public documentation or reverse engineering the
signals. We go on to model how these constraints affect the
required budget in real-world systems.

Affecting the satellite-derived datasets:

• Spoofing resulting in false data to mislead people –
for example, to disrupt automated systems for forest
fire and other anomaly detection;

• Masking important data to deny people information –
for instance, to hide approaching natural disasters.

Exploiting or disrupting downlink processing stages:

• Achieving denial of service – for example, causing
processing pipeline stages to crash or output mal-
formed data;

• Executing arbitrary code – for instance, exploiting
boundaries between processing applications that have
access to the shell.

V. CASE STUDY: NASA’S FOREST FIRE API

In this section we explore the underlying architecture
and security of Fire Information and Resource Management
System (FIRMS), NASA’s near real time forest fire API and
a downstream system of the satellites Terra and Aqua [30].
These satellites are part of NASA’s Earth Observing System
fleet, and communicate using an unauthenticated Payload Data
Downlink (PDD). We explore how overshadowing attacks on
the physical layer opens this system to the misclassification of
forest fires, as well as software exploits at the ground station.

A. Mission architecture

FIRMs provides a worldwide map of active forest fires,
each with precise coordinates and a confidence value. A near
real-time fire notification service is provided which is used for
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Fig. 3: An illustration of the attacks described in this paper.
The attacker is indicated in red. 1) The satellite broadcasts
a signal; 2) A ground-based attacker injects a crafted signal,
overshadowing the legitimate signal and resulting in one of
two scenarios; 3a) The victim receiver decodes the attacker-
controlled data, poisoning derived datasets; 3b) The injected
signal exploits vulnerabilities in the protocol decoders, result-
ing in denial of service or arbitrary code execution.

emergency response, disaster planning, and crisis analysis, and
is sent to users in more than 160 countries [32].

The Terra and Aqua satellites partially provide this data,
being in polar sun-synchronous orbits to allow the entire Earth
to be imaged each day. The satellites are equipped with sensors
such as MODIS1 which provides calibrated light readings,
including in the infrared spectrum. These readings are used
to determine hotspots on the Earth’s surface, which indicate
the presence of a fire.

The data is then downlinked by one of two mechanisms –
either as a continuous stream known as direct broadcast, or
via a data dump through TDRSS, NASA’s relay satellites. The
data link is unencrypted to enable the scientific community to
set up custom receiver stations; MODIS data is thus widely
available both from the central NASA archives2 and from any
of the 168 alternative receiver stations [31]. As a result, the
MODIS instruments produce some of the most widely used
open access satellite sensor data.

B. Protocol description

It is typically assumed, in cases such as software testing,
that creating the input data for a given processing step is
easy. These assumptions do not hold in radio systems; creating
a sufficiently authentic signal requires imitating not just the
complex protocol, but also the coding and modulation schemes.
Unfortunately, software to reencode these formats is, in gen-
eral, not available.

Terra and Aqua specifically downlink data in the custom
Channel Access Data Unit (CADU) data frame. This structure
is a physical channel coding block including a synchronisation
header, bit randomisation scheme, and Viterbi encoding. Inside
is the Code Virtual Channel Data Unit which provides a
checksum, and the Virtual Channel Protocol Data Unit which

1Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
2https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/

TABLE III: Summary of the open source toolkit for manipu-
lating MODIS data, built for this paper.
https://github.com/ssloxford/firefly

Library Tool Definition

libgiis3 modismaskfires Processes SPP packet streams to manipulate
fire data channels.

libspp4 sppinfo Displays the header contents of a SPP packet
stream from stdin.

sppfilter Filter SPP packets that match any given se-
lector from stdin to stdout.

spppack Pack bytes from stdin into a SPP packet
stream on stdout.

sppunpack Unpack a SPP packet stream from stdin to
stdout.

libcadu5 caduinfo Displays the header contents of a CADU
stream from stdin.

cadupack Pack bytes from stdin into a CADU stream
on stdout.

caduunpack Unpack a CADU stream from stdin to stdout.
caduhead Output the first part of a CADU stream from

stdin, in whole CADUs, up to a given index.
cadutail Output the last part of a CADU stream from

stdin, in whole CADUs, from a given index.
cadurandomise Applies the randomisation polynomial to a

CADU stream on stdin.

provides a multiplexing header and data zone. This full struc-
ture is detailed in the relevant technical documents [33].

The MODIS sensor readings are contained within the data
zone as CCSDS SPP (Space Packet Protocol) packets, packed
in the GIIS format [6]. We provide a simplified illustration of
the frame headers and structure of the data zone in Figure 4.

We have contributed tools to decode and reencode the
CADU, SPP, and GIIS formats, as well as a tool to manipulate
fire positions specifically. These are described in Table III.

C. Generating fictitious data

In this scenario, the attacker’s objective is to generate
fictitious MODIS data which decodes correctly but results in
false sensor readings in a particular area. In particular, by
manipulating the infrared channels of existing MODIS packets,
they hope to either cause fictitious forest fires in the resulting
SDD, or to mask existing ones. However, achieving this in
practice is non-trivial, requiring that the attacker-produced data
is sufficiently realistic to pass validation.

1) Overcoming geolocation checks: In order to affect fires
in a certain area, the attacker must consider both the infrared
and visible light sensor readings. This is because the precise
position of each sensor reading is determined by correlating
the visible spectrum image with a terrain map of the Earth’s
surface, through software known as MODISL1DB SPA6. As
a result, the easiest approach for the attacker is to modify
legitimate MODIS data, derived from historical archives. Al-
ternatively, the attacker can process the data in real-time if the
attacker also has receiving hardware.

3https://github.com/ssloxford/libgiis
4https://github.com/ssloxford/libspp
5https://github.com/ssloxford/libcadu
6The MODIS Level 1 Database Science Processing Algorithm
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the steps involved in processing MODIS
image data and derived datasets, as well as the packet structure
and layer within the network stack.

2) Selecting historical data: Attackers need to select histor-
ical data from the NASA archives in the form of raw MODIS
SPP packets, which is known as Level 0 data. The attacker
can target specific pixels in the image, since the sequence
of packets encodes a scan over the image in a predictable
pattern. The number of the scan line is indicated in the
secondary header, with the frame data count increasing linearly
throughout the scan.

3) Regenerating raw packets: Additionally, the lowest level
data in the archives is MODIS SPP packets, but the attacker
must transmit CADU frames. As a result, the attacker must
reprocess the modified data into CADUs before transmission.

4) Overcoming forest fire sanity checks: To insert new
forest fires into the data, the attacker must create hotspots at the
desired locations by increasing the infrared sensor readings at
the desired location. In order to be counted as forest fires, the
resulting data must pass a series of checks carried out by the
fire detection algorithm, MOD14 SPA. This includes making
sure that the fire appears as a hotspot relative to its surrounding
area, distinguishing smoke from cloud cover if present, and
ensuring that the fire is not in water [35]. The attacker must
position the fire carefully, which involves modifying the packet
sequence in multiple locations at several different scan lines.

These checks make generating forest fire data more chal-
lenging; the attacker may wish to manually verify the data, or
reprocess it through MOD14 SPA before transmission. As a
result, generating forest fires is significantly harder to perform
in real-time as opposed to on historical archives. This is unlike
masking out forest fires, which can be performed trivially by
smoothing out peaks in the infrared readings.

VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of overshadowing attacks on
FIRMS, we set up a lab environment running the same decod-
ing software pipeline as used at the NASA processing center.
The code is available under the NASA open source licence,
and is available with an academic account from the Direct
Readout Laboratory3. The software pipeline takes as input the
raw bytes demodulated from the radio signal, and produces a
geolocated SDD of forest fires and their probabilities.

Since the existing implementations of the CADU protocol
only handle decoding, we also implemented an open source
library and set of command line tools to reencode the data. A
summary of the tools can be found in Table III. We used these
tools to reprocess archived data from NASA’s archives, which
we then input into the processing pipeline.

We considered three different case studies of the attack;
inserting fictitious forest fires into archived data, masking
existing forest fires in real time, and exploiting the decoding
pipeline stages.

A. Experiment setup

The data is processed into satellite-derived datasets, which
is initially decoded by RT-STPS and then processed by NASA’s
International Planetary Observation Processing Package, a
software distribution for processing Earth Observing Sys-
tem data. The software in IPOPP contains all the necessary
protocol decoding stages for satellites including Terra and
Aqua, alongside their instruments including MODIS. Satellite-
derived dataset generation algorithms are also distributed in
IPOPP, including MOD14 SPA for detecting fires, and MOD-
ISL1DB SPA for extracting and geolocating raw MODIS data
into a Heirarchical Data Format (HDF) [36].

However, the IPOPP framework is extremely large, mea-
suring 35GB of source file as a compressed archive. To
reduce the complexity of reproducing the results, we created a
Docker pipeline containing only the relevant processing stages,
alongside a simple shell script to replace the IPOPP GUI4.
The entire pipeline can therefore be easily run on arbitrary
input data, under any host operating system. A diagram of the
pipeline is found at Figure 5. Sample output of running the
processing pipeline can be found in the Appendix.

B. Case Study: Inserting fictitious forest fires

As a case study, we downloaded Level 0 data containing
MODIS SPP packets from the NASA archives. These are raw

3https://directreadout.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/
4https://github.com/ssloxford/firefly
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CCSDS SPP packets, in files with extension .PDS, and can
be manipulated using the SPP tools described in Table III.

In particular, we considered sensor data of the California
basin in 2015 during active forest fires. The timestamp and
coordinates were found through the NASA Worldview web
interface, and the raw data located from the archives.

Using the tool modismaskfires, we are able to process
the file to affect the 4 and 11 micrometer wavelength channels,
which correspond to the infrared spectrum, at the desired
location [6]. By randomising infrared sensor data at certain
locations, fires can be inserted at specific rows or uniformly
across the map. The difference between Figure 6a and Fig-
ures 1 and 6b show the results of the FIRMS software stack
within IPOPP decoding the resulting signal. The commands to
generate the packet sequence are shown in Appendix A.

C. Case Study: Masking existing forest fires

The attacker can also seek to mislead the fire detection
algorithm through masking existing forest fires. Unlike the case
of creating fictitious fires, the attacker does not need to perform
geolocation of the image, greatly simplifying the operation of
processing the packets. As a result, it becomes significantly
easier to perform the attack in real time.

Again, the tool modismaskfires is capable of masking
out the infrared channels at the desired location. This is
achieved by setting all of the infrared channels to a roughly
uniform value. This causes MOD14 SPA to detect the infrared
peaks, and the resulting dataset contains no marked fires. The
results can be seen in Figure 6c.

D. Case Study: Inserting malformed data

The attacker can take advantage of vulnerabilities in pro-
cessing stages that do not correctly validate input data by
inserting malformed data. We proceed to demonstrate how an
attacker can exploit MODIS SPP packet decoding in the L0 to
L1 stage as shown in Figure 5. This results in a crash of the
software pipeline, causing data loss.

The L0 to L1 processing stage extracts MODIS data
from SPP packets into a hierarchical data format using
two OceanColor Science Software (OCSSW) [37] command-
line programs, specifically l0const_write_modis and
l0fix_modis. Since valid MODIS packets are always either
of length 642 or 276, these lengths have been hardcoded into
the programs; a crash occurs if any packet of a different length
is received. A non-zero exit code from one of these programs
results in a crash of the entire processing pipeline, which loses
the state of the packet sequence currently being processed.
By repeatedly sending bad packets, the attacker can continue
to deny service. The results of this attack on the processing
pipeline can be seen in Appendix B.

Software vulnerabilities such as this open the door for
further attacks; l0fix_modis can also be made to read past
the end of its allocated buffer, and its output passed directly
into the shell. Furthermore, the processing algorithms in IPOPP
framework contains many pre-built bundled dependencies.
This includes duplicate libraries and those with active CVEs.
For example, at the time of writing, MODISL1DB SPA comes
bundled with HDF5 v1.12.0, which has 11 active CVEs.

These concerns draw attention not only to potential further
vulnerabilities such as code execution, but also to the funda-
mental issue: ground stations are designed to implicitly trust
data from the RF port.

VII. COUNTERMEASURES

The ultimate countermeasure against spoofing attacks is
cryptographic authentication. However, with even new satel-
lites being launched without authenticated downlinks, spoofing
through overshadowing is due to remain an effective attack
against many satellite deployments in the long term.

A further countermeasure is physical defence; attackers
must be transmitting at high power in the vicinity of the ground
station, increasing the traceability of the signal. However, the
effectiveness of this defence relies upon further countermea-
sures to initially detect the spoofing attack.

Therefore we consider non-cryptographic countermeasures
which only require upgrading the ground station.

A. Multi-receiver data comparison

When the same satellite data is received at multiple ground
stations, the received data can be compared at multiple lo-
cations. This increases the cost for the attacker, who must
attack each ground station individually, and would only require
minimal engineering for satellites such as Terra and Aqua,
which already have many volunteer-run ground stations [31].

A similar approach has been implemented in TCCON, a
network of several satellites whose measurements are com-
pared at different locations for calibration purposes [59].

B. Timing analysis

It is well known that signal timing analysis is a prac-
tical and effective mechanism to triangulate the source of
a transmission [54], [14], [47]. Recent work has shown the
effectiveness of this approach in satellite systems; for example,
the triangulated transmitter position can be compared to the
predictable orbit of a satellite to determine its authenticity [18].

Although a sufficiently sophisticated attacker can compute
the expected timing differences and offset their transmission
times accordingly, more accurate timing measurements drive
the attacker cost up significantly. Therefore, this countermea-
sure is particularly effective where demodulation and decoding
are performed in hardware, where the precise delay introduced
from each component can be calculated.

C. Physical layer fingerprinting

In wireless systems overshadowing, the victim signal con-
structively interferes with the attacking signal. This introduces
unique features into the received signal which can be analyzed
to determine whether signal overshadowing has occurred.

Several recent papers have considered how RFI in satel-
lites can be characterized, to distinguish overshadowing from
environmental noise and accidental crosstalk. Lefcourt et. al.
evaluated the effectiveness of a convolutional neural network
to distinguish GNSS attacks [23]. Other work has considered
how differences between the attacker and victim satellite
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(a) Original image with some fires. (b) Fires randomly inserted uniformly
across the map.

(c) MODIS image with legitimate fires
masked out.

Fig. 6: An overview of the possible ways an attacker can manipulate the output of the forest fire detection algorithm by
overshadowing the downlinked data. In each image, forest fires detected by the algorithm are highlighted in yellow, orange, and
red in increasing order of intensity.

transmission hardware, as well as Doppler shifting and orbital
atmospheric effects can affect the received signal. Through
fingerprinting, a model can be trained to identify the unique
way in which the transmitting radio hardware impairs the
received signal [51], [41].

Overcoming this countermeasure requires the attacker to
transmit with a highly accurately timed arbitrary signal gen-
erator, significantly increasing the cost. It is most suitable at
dedicated ground stations with sufficient computational power.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that signal overshadowing against
satellite downlink processing systems can have a significant ef-
fect, both against the ground station as well as on downstream
systems which rely upon the data.

This clearly showcases the risks that downstream satellite-
derived dataset users are exposed to, stemming from previously
uninvestigated insecure downlinks. We have aimed to bring
awareness to these risks by mapping vulnerable satellites such
as those in Table I, to the downstream systems which rely upon
their data, such as in Table II. This requires a twofold reponse:
ground station operators must implement countermeasures to
defend against these sorts of attacks, and clearly mention that
the derived data cannot be fully secured against spoofing.
Furthermore, the users must build services that are resilient to
poor data, potentially correlating sensor readings from multiple
sources.

Furthermore, we have shown that attacks against the ground
station software are possible, causing denial of service in real
world NASA systems. Although specific vulnerabilities will
differ for each system, similar conclusions have been made in a
GNSS software security review, where multiple manufacturers
were vulnerable to reporting erroneous data by making similar
oversights [40]. This draws attention to a vital consideration
in ground station design: that data from the RF port cannot be
implicitly trusted.

There is scope for future work validating our overshadow-
ing simulations against real-world receiver dishes, which could
demonstrate the attack in practice. A comprehensive review is
also required of satellite systems vulnerable to this type of

attack outside of Earth observation, considering the possible
effects on downstream systems which depend on their data.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that spoofing attacks against satellite
Payload Data Downlinks can have a significant effect both on
the groundstation and on services that depend upon the derived
data. These attacks are enabled by a systemic lack of crypto-
graphic authentication on the wireless channel of both legacy
satellites and recent deployments. Although further work is
required to analyze the effects of the physical channel, our
initial analysis has shown that software-defined radio, and an
amateur radio upconverter and amplifier are sufficient to attack
high frequency downlinks with a budget under 1000 USD.

We have shown through an end-to-end analysis that major
users of unauthenticated satellite data, such as NASA’s near
real time forest fire API, are vulnerable to spoofing attacks.

Due to the centralized data distribution model of Earth
Observing systems data, attackers can cause misclassifica-
tion, such as the detection of non-existant forest fires, across
vast numbers of users by attacking a single ground station.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated attacks against NASA’s
ground station software, which can be exploited through the
transmission of malformed protocol data. These draw attention
to the wider issue of ground stations implicitly trusting data
received through the RF port.

We have furthermore discussed how the risk of these
attacks can be mitigated through non-cryptographic coun-
termeasures. Operators of ground stations and satellite data
services should move quickly to understand the impact of
spoofing on their service, cross-verifying unauthenticated data,
and deploying appropriate defences.
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APPENDIX A
FIRE MANIPULATION PIPELINE

modismaskfires is used to affect the infrared channels
in a packet sequence to add or remove forest fires. The -r
flag selects only the infrared channels, --mask-rows which
rows to mask, and -R a threshold for the new values.

cat MYD00F.A2015299.2110.20152992235.001.
PDS | modismaskfires -r 21 -r 22 -R
1000 --mask-rows 20

APPENDIX B
MALFORMED PACKET INJECTION

A packet of unexpected length is created and inserted into
a valid packet sequence, causing the processing pipeline to
crash and lose the image data.

$ printf %1337s | tr " " "f" | spppack --
type-flag telecommand --sec-hdr-flag 1
--app-id aqua_modis > bad_packet.PDS

$ cat bad_packet.PDS good_packet_sequence.
PDS > ./data/MYD00F.A2015299
.2110.20152992235.001.PDS

$ ./run_all.sh ./data/
DATA_PATH: /mnt/data/firefly/repo/

decoder_pipeline/data
CONTAINER_RUNTIME: docker

### Processing new PDS: MYD00F.A2015299
.2110.20152992235.001.PDS

### Running modisl1db l1a-geo initial
processing

l0fix_modis: Unrecoverable error in
l0fix_modis!
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